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Ride With Me 

                  
Stamps: Ride With Me, Making Christmas Bright       Ink: Garden Green, Real Red, Tuxedo Black     
Cardstock: Garden Green, Pool Party, Real Red, Very Vanilla 
Accessories:  SNAIL, Mini Stampin’ Dimensionals, Medium Very Vanilla Envelopes, Paper Snips. 
Real Red & Garden Green Stampin’ Write Markers, Scripty 3-D Embossing Folder 
Measurements:  
Garden Green card base: 4 ¼” x 11”, scored & folded at 5 ½” 
 Pool Party layer: 4” x 5 ¼” – need two    Real Red for truck: 2” x 3 ½”  Inside layer: 4 1/8” x 5 3/8” 
Basic Black for tires:  1” x 3 ½” Very Vanilla greeting banner: 1” x 3”   Inside layer: 3 ½” x 4 ¾”  
Stamping tips: 
Stamp truck with black ink on Real Red. Cut out with Paper Snips. Cut out window opening. 
Stamp truck tires on black with black ink. Cut out with scissors. Adhere tires to truck with 
dimensionals.Lay on Pool Party layer (but do not adhere) to find where to stamp the tree, putting a 
tiny mark with a pencil. Stamp tree with Garden Green ink. Stamp string of lights on Pool Party layer 
with Garden Green ink. Color with Garden Green & Real Red markers 
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Emboss layer with Scripty folder, lining up the right edge of the layer with the straight line on the end 
of the folder. Keep the stamped images facing the side with the “Stampin’ Up!” logo. 

            
Adhere embossed layer to card front with SNAIL. Adhere truck just over the stamped tree with 
dimensionals. Stamp greeting on vanilla strip with red ink. Cut left side of strip into banner points with 
Paper Snips. To trim left end of strip into banner points with Paper Snips, make a cut about ½” in from 
the center of the end, then snip in from each corner to the top of the cut. Adhere to card front with 
dimensionals. 

  
Adhere Real Red layer inside card with SNAIL. Adhere Pool Party layer inside card with SNAIL. 
Stamp vanilla inside layer with string of lights and Garden Green ink. Color bulbs with Real Red & 
Garden Green markers. Stamp sentiment with Real Red ink. Adhere inside card with SNAIL 

 
Stamp front and flap of envelope to match card if desired. 


